grants the company

Belinka Belles, d.o.o.
Ljubljana, Zasavska cesta 95, 1231 Ljubljana - Črnuče

the right to use the following logo

RESPONSIBLE CARE®
OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY

until 31 January 2018.

The right has been granted on the basis of the company’s report on the implementation of the commitments set out in the Responsible Care Global Charter, which is managed in Slovenia by the Association of Chemical Industries of Slovenia (ACIS) at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia (CCIS) under the auspices of the International Council of Chemical Associations (ICCA) and the European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC).

Ljubljana, January 2017

Darja Boštjančič
Director
CCIS-Association of Chemical Industries of Slovenia

mag. Marko Vresk
Chairman of Managing Board
CCIS-Association of Chemical Industry of Slovenia